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This note deals with a slight change of Sinnott’s definition of circular units of an
abelian field. The reason for this new definition giving a bigger group of units is as
follows. Sinnott’s formula for the index of circular units in the full group of units
contains two factors which are difficult to handle: the index of the Sinnott module
and (in the case of an imaginary field) an unknown power of 2. If we use the
mentioned definition, the power of 2 in the corresponding formula can be easily
described.  1997 Academic Press
1. DEFINITIONS
Let k be an abelian field (i.e., a finite Galois extension of rational
numbers Q with an abelian Galois group). For convenience we suppose k
to be contained in the complex field C. For any positive integer n let
‘n=e2?in, Kn=Q(‘n) be the n th cyclotomic field, and let kn=k & Kn .
Sinnott (see [S, p. 201]) defined the group of circular units C of k as the
intersection C=E & D, where E is the full group of units of k and D is the
multiplicative subgroup of k_ generated by
[&1] _ [NKnk n(1&‘
a
n) ; a, n # Z, 1<n |3 a],
where Z means the set of rational integers.
Let P be the set of all rational primes p3 (mod 4) satisfying - p # k.
We define the group of units C$ as the intersection C$=E & D$, where D$
is the multiplicative subgroup of k_ generated by
D _ [- p ; p # P].
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It is easy to describe the groups C and C$ by a finite set of generators.
Let m be the conductor of k. Lettl (see [L]) proved that C is the intersec-
tion of E and the group generated by
[&1] _ [NKnk n(1&‘
a
n) ; a, n # Z, 1<n | m, (a, n)=1].
Similarly, one can prove that C is the intersection of E and the group
generated by
[&1] _ [NKnk n(1&‘
a
n) ; a, n # Z, 1<n | m, (n, mn)=1, (a, n)=1],
so C is generated by
[&1] _ [=n, a ; a, n # Z, 1<n | m, (n, mn)=1, (a, n)=1],
where
=n, a={
NKnkn (1&‘
a
n) if n is not a prime power,
NKnk n (1&‘
a
n)
NKnk n(1&‘n)
if n is a prime power.
In the same way one can prove that C$ is generated by
[&1] _ [=n, a ; a, n # Z, 1<n | m, (n, mn)=1, (a, n)=1]
_ [’p ; p # P],
where
’p={
1
- p
NKpQ(- p)(1&‘p) if p{2,
&1+- 2 if p=2.
The mentioned generators of C and C$ are dependent. The problem of
the construction of an independent set of generators (i.e., of a basis) is very
difficult and has been solved only in some special cases (see [G-K, K1,
K2, D]).
2. RESULTS
We shall use the notation of [S]. Let E+ and h+ be the unit group and
the class number of the maximal real subfield k+ of k, respectively. Let W
denote the group of roots of unity in k and Q=[E : E +W] the Hasse unit
index of k (so Q=1 if k is real). Following Sinnott we denote R=Z[G]
the integral group ring over the Galois group G=Gal(kQ), j # G the
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complex conjugation and e+= 12 (1+ j) # Q[G] (so e
+=1 if k is real).
Let U/Q[G] is the Sinnott module (for the definition of U see [S,
pp. 193194]). Then we have the following analogy of Theorem 4.1 of [S].
Theorem. The group C$ has finite index in the unit group E of k, and
this index is given by the formula
[E : C$]=h+Q2&& \ 2[k : k+]+
[k : Q]&1 >p | m [kpe : Q]
[k : Q]
(e+R : e+U),
where the product is taken over all primes p dividing the conductor m of k.
For each such p, pe here means the largest power of p dividing m and & is the
number of these p for which [kp e : Q] is even.
Proof. We shall follow the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [S]. Because almost
all of these arguments can be used also in our situation, we shall only
outline the proof, pinpointing only the considerations which have to be
changed.
For any R-module A, we denote by A0 the kernel in A of multiplication
by s(G)=_ # G _, and by AG the set of elements of A fixed by G. Let
l : k_  R[G] be the mapping given by
l(:)=&12 :
_ # G
log |:_| _&1
for any : # k_. The following two lemmas can be proved in the same way
as Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 in [S].
Lemma 1. The group W of roots of unity in k is a subgroup of C$, and
the group Q_ of non-zero rational numbers lies in D$. Moreover, if : is an
element of D$, then:
(a) :1+ j=1 if and only if : lies in W.
(b) NkQ(:)=\1 if and only if : lies in C$.
Lemma 2. Let T $=l(D$). Then l(C$)=T $0 .
We shall need the following analogy of Proposition 4.1 of [S].
Proposition. Let e1=(1|G| ) _ # G _. Then T $0=T $ & (1&e1) T $.
Moreover T $0 has finite index in (1&e1) T $, and this index has the form
[(1&e1) T $ : T $0]=2&& ‘
p | m
[kpe : Q],
where m, p, pe, and & have the same meaning as in Theorem.
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Proof. We can follow the proof of Proposition 4.1 of [S]. We have
(1&e1) T $T $0 &e1T $(T $)G and e1 T $=
1
|G|
l((D$)s(G)).
Since Ds(G) is generated by (&1)[k : Q] and by p[k : kpe] with p varying over
the rational primes, (D$)s(G) is generated by these generators of Ds(G)
together with \(- p)[k : Q] for each p # P. If p # P then Q(- p)/kpe ,
so [k : kpe] divides 12 [k : Q]. Hence [1, &1](D$)
s(G)=[1, &1] Ds(G) and
e1T $=e1 T, where T=l(D).
As in the proof of Proposition 4.1 of [S], we have
[e1T $ : (T $)G]=[(T $)G : l(Q_)]&1 ‘
p | m
[kpe : Q].
Moreover, (T $)Gl(Q_), which is isomorphic to the group of elements of
order 2 in D$Q_W, is a subgroup of
e1T $l(Q_)& 
p | m
1
[kpe : Q]
ZZ.
To complete the proof of the proposition it is enough to construct :p # D$
satisfying l(:p)= 12 l( p) for each prime p | m such that [kpe : Q] is even.
If kp e is imaginary then such :p is given in [S]. On the other hand, if
kp e is real and [kp e : Q] is even then k contains a real quadratic subfield
ramified only at p. Hence p3 (mod 4) and - p # k. Therefore p # P
and :p=- p # D$ has the desired property. The proposition is proved.
Now we can prove the theorem. Because l(- p)=&12 (log - p) } s(G) we
have (1&e1) l(- p)=0 so (1&e1) T $=(1&e1) T. Due to Lemma 1 we
have the following analogy of decomposition (4.8) in [S]:
(l(E) : l(C$))
=(l(E) : e+R0)(e+R0 : e+U0)(e+U0 : (1&e1) T )((1&e1) T $ : T $0).
To prove the theorem we can follow the rest of the proof of Theorem 4.1
of [S] using the Proposition instead of Proposition 4.1 of [S].
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